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                                        A diverse portfolio as a manufacturer
specializing in flowmeters.

              A diverse portfolio as a
manufacturer specializing
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            SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

                          Experiences ranging from small skid development
to large plant construction.

              Experiences ranging from
small skid development
to large plant construction.
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            CALIBRATION

                          OVAL is the only manufacturer registered to Japan
Calibration Service System for gas, oil, and water.

              OVAL is the only
manufacturer registered to
Japan Calibration Service
Systemfor gas, oil,
and water.
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            MAINTENANCE

                          Prompt and precise maintenance service.

              Prompt and precise
maintenance service.

            
          

        


        
          
            
          
          
            
          

          
            OUR MISSION

                          OVAL will continue to challenge
for all who have supported us.

              OVAL will continue
to challenge for all
who have supported us.
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                          OVAL Corporation

              Since launching the “OVAL Flowmeter”, the first positive displacement flowmeter made in Japan, in 1949, we have developed flowmeters, electronic instruments, peripherals and related instruments, as well as system solutions and our calibration business as pioneers of flowmeters.
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